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Qualys	  and	  ForeScout	  Join	  Forces	  to	  Deliver	  Organizations	  Real-‐time	  

Assessment	  and	  Mitigation	  Against	  Cyber	  Threats	  
 
 

CAMPBELL, Calif. – June 9, 2015 – ForeScout Technologies, Inc., a leading provider of continuous 

monitoring and mitigation solutions for Global 2000 enterprises and government organizations, today 

announced a partnership with Qualys, that will enable the integration of Qualys Vulnerability Management 

(VM) and ForeScout CounterACT™, an appliance that identifies and evaluates network users, endpoints 

and applications to provide visibility, intelligence and policy-based mitigation of security problems. 

Integration between the two solutions will give joint customers real-time assessment and mitigation 

capabilities against vulnerabilities, exposures and violations. 

 
Qualys VM is a cloud service built on Qualys’ leading cloud security and compliance platform, and 

provides customers with immediate, global visibility into potential IT system vulnerabilities, as well as 

information on how to protect against them. The solution helps continuously secure IT infrastructure and 

ensure compliance with both internal policies and external regulations. 

 

As the newest member of the ForeScout ControlFabric™ ecosystem, Qualys will integrate its Vulnerability 

Management solution with CounterACT to enable IT organizations to improve the timeliness and efficacy 

of their vulnerability assessments, automate policy-based mitigation of endpoint security risks, and reduce 

security exposures and their attack surface. Benefits include: 

• Real-time vulnerability assessment. The integrated ForeScout/Qualys solution can leverage 

CounterACT’s continuous monitoring capabilities to increase the chances of catching transient 

devices as they join the network. Once a new device is discovered, information can then be used 

by Qualys VM to produce more up-to-date and comprehensive vulnerability reports. 

• Automate remediation and reduce the gap between detection and mitigation of risks. Once 

Qualys VM system scans a device, CounterACT then analyzes the scan results, and initiates risk 

mitigation actions if vulnerabilities are detected.   

 

“Vulnerability management is the foundation of IT security, allowing organizations to pinpoint critical 

weaknesses used by cybercriminals to break into networks harboring sensitive data,” said Philippe Courtot, 

chairman and CEO at Qualys, Inc. “By combining the functionality of Qualys VM and ForeScout 



CounterACT, our joint customers can not only have continuous visibility into devices on their networks, 

they can also automate the remediation process to ensure that any malware that gets on the network does 

not put their IT posture at risk.” 

 

“Qualys is a leader in the vulnerability management space, and we are pleased to welcome them into our 

ControlFabric ecosystem,” said Pedro Abreu, chief strategy officer at ForeScout. “The partnership further 

reinforces our commitment to our ControlFabric architecture and the various kinds of integrations that it 

enables — integrations that allow our customers to utilize real-time intelligence from their existing security 

investments to automate responses to changes in their environment.” 

	  

ForeScout CounterACT exemplifies ForeScout’s leadership in continuous monitoring and mitigation. 

Leveraging next-generation NAC technology, the CounterACT platform provides real-time visibility to 

users, devices, including BYOD devices, systems and applications and allows IT organizations to centrally 

apply granular policies to understand their true security posture and to automatically respond to a wide 

variety of security issues. Powered by ControlFabric technology, the platform also enables network, 

security and management solutions to dynamically exchange information, which, in turn, allows enterprises 

to respond to issues more effectively and better leverage their existing security investments.   

 
Tweet this: @Qualys and @ForeScout Join Forces to Deliver Organizations Real-time Assessment and 
Mitigation Against Cyber Threats http://ow.ly/O2ELX  
 
Relevant Links 
ForeScout CounterACT 
ForeScout ControlFabric 
ForeScout Blog 
ForeScout Facebook 
ForeScout Twitter 
 

About Qualys, Inc. 

Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud security and compliance 

solutions with over 7,700 customers in more than 100 countries, including a majority of each of the Forbes 

Global 100 and Fortune 100. The Qualys Cloud Platform and integrated suite of solutions help 

organizations simplify security operations and lower the cost of compliance by delivering critical security 

intelligence on demand and automating the full spectrum of auditing, compliance and protection for IT 

systems and web applications. Founded in 1999, Qualys has established strategic partnerships with leading 

managed service providers and consulting organizations including Accenture, Accuvant, BT, Cognizant 

Technology Solutions, Dell SecureWorks, Fujitsu, HCL Comnet, InfoSys, NTT, Tata Communications, 

Verizon and Wipro. The company is also a founding member of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA). For 

more information please visit https://www.qualys.com/. 



Qualys, the Qualys logo and QualysGuard are proprietary trademarks of Qualys, Inc. All other products or 

names may be trademarks of their respective companies. 

About ForeScout Technologies, Inc. 

ForeScout enables organizations to continuously monitor and mitigate security exposures and cyberattacks. 

The company’s CounterACT™ appliance dynamically identifies and evaluates network users, endpoints 

and applications to provide visibility, intelligence and policy-based mitigation of security problems. 

ForeScout’s open ControlFabric™ architecture allows a broad range of IT security products and 

management systems to share information and automate remediation actions. Because ForeScout’s 

solutions are easy to deploy, unobtrusive, extensible and scalable, as of January 1, 2015, they have been 

chosen by more than 1,800 of the world’s most secure enterprises and government agencies in more than 

62 countries. Headquartered in Campbell, California, ForeScout offers its solutions through its global 

network of authorized partners. Learn more at www.forescout.com. 
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